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The purpose of this study was to examine the role of
the instructional assistant principal in a large
metropolitan Atlanta school system, with an ultimate purpose
of devising a uniform job description for the system. The
sample consisted of twenty-three principals, twenty-two
instructional assistant principals, and fifty-eight
teachers. They were given a questionnaire consisting of
twenty-six job tasks and asked to specify the degree of
responsibility which the instructional assistant principal
in their school exercised and the degree of responsibility
he should exercise in the performance of the task.
The findings indicated that principals, teachers, and
instructional assistant principals have similar perceptions
of what the instructional assistant principal does and
should do. Of the twenty-six items on the questionnaire,
twenty-five were included in the resultant job description,
and these included tasks in budgeting, evaluation,
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supervision of students, orienting faculty and staff to the
school, working with the master schedule, producing the
school handbook, coordinating testing, disseminating
information about test results, disseminating information
about current trends in education, preparing documentations
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In many public secondary schools, the school-based
hierachy consists of the principal, assistant principals,
other professional support persons, and staff members. The
persons in each of these positions play an important role in
educating young people. Generally, the principal, being the
executive of the organization, learns quickly what his job
involves; teachers, counselors, and media specialists
generally have a realistic job description; and auxiliary
staff understand what is expected of them. However, the
role of the assistant principal in the school is often vague
and ill-defined.
Kindsvatter and Tosi (1971) suggest that one reason
there is a lack of definition for the assistant principal's
job is that the position is a fairly new one to education,
having become common in the early 1940s. In the late 1950s,
Jarrett (1958) conducted research on the duties and
responsibilities of the assistant principal in twenty-three
of the largest United States cities and found that most
large city school systems at that time had "no official duty
or responsibilities statement or job description for the
position of assistant principal" (p. 30). Gillespie (1961)
noted that "the position of assistant principal in the
American secondary school has evolved without an adequate
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sense of direction or underlying philosophy" (p. 59).
Burdick (1961) said that "the assistant principal ship is a
job without a portfolio..." (p. 125). Coppedge (1968) noted
that there was a lack of development of this position.
A definition still had not become clear by the 1970s.
Kindsvatter and Tosi (1971) commented that "the most basic
and pervasive problem relating to the assistant
principal ship is the lack of a precise and defensible
definition of the position" (p. 456). As late as 1980,
Black (1980) referred to the role as lacking a "niche in the
web of school administration" (p. 33).
CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM
Even today, there is little literature which defines
the assistant principalship, and questions on the role of
assistant principals are prevalent. Who are the people who
hold this position? What is their job? What role do they
play in the operation of the school? Where does their
authority begin and end? Are they simply in training for an
eventual principal ship themselves, or is their job a career
position in itself?
Some researchers have attempted to address these
questions. (llurwitz, 1951; Pfeffer, 1955; Jarrett, 1968;
Austin, 1972; NASSP Bulletin, 1980; KMekard and Norton,
1980 and 1987; Black, 1980; Gorton, 1983; Reed and Himmler,
1984; Smith, 1987) Studies have identified a myriad of
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duties, tasks, and responsibilities for the assistant
principal; such a wide range of activities supports the
concept that the job is not well-defined.
A cursory view of what assistant principals do,
however, reveals that there are several categories in which
responsibilities fall , including attendance, discipline,
building and grounds, maintenance, supervision of student
activities, instruction, and community relations. His
torically, assistant principals have performed some or all
of these tasks. In addition to these responsibilities, the
early assistant principals, functioning as the assistant to
the principal, took on clerical and managerial duties to
free the principal to perform other tasks. As schools
became larger and one assistant principal per school
multiplied to two or more, some principals, no doubt in an
effort to improve efficiency, began to see a need for the
assistant principals to specialize. In large school
systems, this specialization eventually became system
procedure, as is evident by the manner in which systems like
the large metropolitan Atlanta school system in which this
study was conducted have delineated general roles and
responsibilities of assistant principals.
In the system where the study was conducted, there are
twenty-four junior high and high schools, and they have from
two to five assistant principals whose chief respon
sibilities are in the areas of attendance, discipline, and
instruction. Other responsibilities, such as maintenance,
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extracurricular supervision, community relations,
supervision of halls and cafeteria, budgeting, etc.,
are considered secondary and are distributed among
assistants by the school principal.
The job of the assistant principals whose main
responsibilities are discipline and/or attendance seem clear
in the school system under question. Assistant principals
whose primary assignment is working in attendance generally
know that their job is to keep up with children by
accounting for attendance in school and in classes; they
keep in contact with the home and school system authorities,
identifying problem attendance and trying to effect
improvements in attendance. Likewise, assistant prin
cipals who work chiefly with discipline knows what their job
entails — helping to establish and maintain a climate
conducive to learning in the school by enforcing rules of
discipline and dealing with students who do not follow the
rules.
From this writer's experience, however, the assistant
principal assigned to instruction does not have such
clear-cut duties. It appears that responsibilities which
are not clearly attendance or discipline become the
responsibility of the instructional assistant principal,
regardless of the nature of the job. For this reason, many
instructional assistant principals have expressed to the
writer that they feel overwhelmed as they try to meet
expectations which others have of them. These duties might
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include scheduling, observing and evaluating faculty and
staff, staff development, preparing handbooks, coordinating
testing programs, community relations, interviewing
prospective personnel, budgeting, maintaining the inventory
of instructional materials and equipment, supervising
student activities, initiating innovative programs,
providing orientations to new faculty and staff members,
evaluating the instructional program for the purpose of
instructional improvement, preparing documentations for
state or regional inspections, disciplining students,
supervising extra-curricular activities, and coordinating
any "new" programs even vaguely related to instruction.
In 1985, the Department of Instruction for the school
system in which this study was carried out appointed a
committee of instructional assistant principals to identify
the main responsibilities and duties associated with their
job; the committee identified some sixty-four distinct
duties. From the responses of Instructional assistant
principals from across the county and from informal
conversations with these assistant principals, this writer,
who was a newly appointed instructional assistant principal
at the time, realized that all assistant principals did not
perform the same tasks and that there were marked dif
ferences from school-to-school. Based on the data which
were collected, the committee, in its unpublished report
Duties of Instructional Assistant Principals (1985) offered
the following suggestions to the school system: that the
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job of the instructional assistant principal be made more
uniform systemwide; that all duties clearly not within the
realm of instruction be assigned to more appropriate
personnel; and that some instructional responsibilities be
assigned to department heads. (See Appendix A.)
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Because of the importance of instruction in a school,
the role of the instructional assistant principal needs to
be precisely and clearly defined. In the county under
discussion, there is no systemwide job description provided
for the instructional assistant principal. Consequently, a
job description often evolves as the assistant principal is
called upon by the principal of the school and repre
sentatives from the Central Office to perform tasks and take
on responsibilities. This job description may or may not be
written, and it is school-specific.
In the absence of a stated job description which is
applicable to all instructional assistant principals in the
system, expectations regarding the position vary. Assistant
principals form an idea of what they should be doing, but
their concept may differ markedly from what their principal
expects and what the teachers and other instructional staff
may expect, resulting in a role conflict and/or role
ambiguity situation.
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According to the literature, role conflict and role
ambiguity can have a negative effect on the smooth operation
of an organization. Schwab and Iwanicki (1982) found that
there was a statistically significant relationship between
role conflict/role ambiguity and teacher burnout and
recommended that school systems establish clear lines of
authority within the school organization and develop clear
job descriptions for teachers. Helwig (1979) found that as
role conflict and role ambiguity increase, so do job
dissatisfaction and the tendency of the employee to want to
leave the organization. Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman (1970)
concluded that role ambiguity and role conflict result in
undesirable consequences for organization members and
likely, therefore, for the organization itself. Keller
(1975) concluded that "effective personnel practices
should...strive to provide employees with role expectations
• that are clear and nonconflicting..." (p. 64). From these
studies it seems apparent that employees perform more
effectively and, thus, is more of an asset to the
organization if their job is clearly defined. It would seem
that if the instructional assistant principal's job
description is clear and precise, there is a better chance
that their presence in the school will be positive and
foster a smoother operation of the school's instructional
program.
The purpose of this study was to examine from three
perspectives--that of the principal of the school, the
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assistant principal for instruction, and teachers--the roles
typically given assistant principals of instruction in a
large metropolitan Atlanta school system. The study
investigated whether or not expectations of all three
groups, as related to the role of the instructional
assistant principal, are basically the same.
DEFINITIONS
For this study, the job description of the assistant
principal of instruction is operationally defined by the
perceptions of teachers, those who hold the position of
instructional assistant principal, and principals, as
evidenced by responses on the Instructional Assistant
Principals' Duties and Tasks Questionnaire devised by this
writer for use in the research.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
What instructional assistant principals do varies
because of the lack of a systemwide description for the job.
Consequently, it seems logical that perceptions of the
instructional assistant principal's job will be varied among
the employees in the school setting. After reviewing the
literature on duties and responsibilities of an assistant
principal in general and getting input from several
instructional coordinators in the school system, this writer
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identified twenty-six tasks which are often viewed as the
responsibility of instructional assistants in the system.
With the final outcome of the study in mind, the following
research questions were framed:
1. To what extent do teachers perceive the instructional
assistant principals as having responsibility for
performing the tasks identified on the Instructional
Assistant Principals' Duties and Tasks Questionnaire?
2. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those tasks,
to what extent do teachers perceive that the
instructional assistant principal should be
responsible for performing the identified tasks?
3. To what extent does the principal perceive the
instructional assistant principal as having
responsibility for performing the identified tasks?
4. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those tasks,
to what extent do principals perceive that the
•instructional assistant principal should be responsible
for performing the identified tasks?
5. To what extent do instructional assistant principals
see themselves as being responsible for performing
tasks which have been identified for them?
6. To what extent do instructional assistant principals
perceive that they should be responsible for performing
the identified tasks?
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7- For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should have
responsi bi1ity?
8. For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should have some
rather than much responsibility?
9. For tasks which teachers, principals, and instruct
ional assistant principals agree the instructional
assistant principal should not have much respon
sibility, who on the faculty/staff should have or
share the responsibility?
As the research questions were answered, a clear
picture of what teachers and principals expected of the
instructional assistant principal emerged, and their
perception was compared with that of the instructional




A search of the literature reveals that there is a
dearth of research on the topic of the high school assistant
principal as the instructional leader in the school.
Rather, literature on the assistant principal deals with the
job in general, with instruction only a part of the total
responsibility. Because of the many tasks associated with
the job, the research as reflected in the literature
attempts to define the tasks and delineate the
responsibilities associated with it.
Research Identifying Job Tasks
A body of the literature examined has as its main
■purpose simply to identify what the assistant principal
does. Research of this nature seems to attempt to point out
specific task areas in which the assistant principal has
either partial or total responsibility. This literature
does not attempt to deal with the appropriateness of the
tasks in the performance of the overall job.
Much of the literature on the assistant principalship
identifies and lists responsibilities. Gran's research
(1946) is an example of this kind of research. He said
that his purpose was "to find out to what extent [assistant
11
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principals] were responsible for the administrative and
supervisory duties of a high-school principal" (p. 4). Using
a checklist type questionnaire, he sought information from
thirty-one assistant principals in high schools in Wisconsin
which had enrollments of six hundred or more students. He
found that most assistant principals were responsible for
pupil accounting (attendance and admissions), school control
(discipline), extraclass duties, and curriculum (student
registration, scheduling, and curriculum responsibilities).
Some assistant principals, additionally, dealt with
intra-school finances, staff personnel administration,
school plant, public relations, school evaluation and
improvement programs, evaluating teachers, stimulating
professional growth, and evaluating supervision. In
identifying specific tasks for the assistant principal, Gran
found curriculum and instructional tasks to be a part of the
job.
Weiss (1953) conducted research which had as its stated
purpose to identify the nature and role of the vice
principal. Like Gran, he used a questionnaire to elicit
data on the kinds of administrative and supervisory duties
vice principals typically gave to assistant principals. He
sent his questionnaire to vice principals in the Middle
Atlantic States area, asking them to respond as to whether
they personally performed a task, shared in the performance
of the task with someone else, or never performed the task.
From his data, he concluded that the duties of the assistant
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principal could be broken into six general categories:
administration and school management; pupil welfare and
related conferences with the pupils, parents, and teachers;
supervision of classroom visitation; routine office and
clerical work; professional and community activities; and
miscellaneous assignments. Weiss found that most of the
duties he had identified in the questionnaire were shared by
principal and assistant principal and that the assistant
principal spent most of his time concerned with
administration and school management and pupil welfare and
related conferences. The remainder of the assistant
principal's time was spent in routine office and clerical
work, supervision and classroom visitation, professional and
community activities, and miscellaneous assigned tasks. In
addition to identifying tasks, Weiss also determined which
tasks occupied most of their time.
Saxman (1971), too, wanted to identify responsibilities
and determine the amount of time the typical assistant
principal devoted to the tasks. He, however, also wanted to
see how assistant principals ranked the responsibilities as
related to how important they were to the performance of the
job. From his study he wanted to develop a profile of the
secondary assistant principal in Indiana, based on how he
spent his time. In addition to compiling demographic
information on his sample, he administered a two-part
questionnaire so that he could determine duties for which
the assistant principals had full responsibility, duties for
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which they had shared responsibility, and duties for which
they had no responsibility; furthermore, he had the
assistant principals to indicate duties in which they felt
they should have no involvement, to rank order the tasks
they performed according to importance, and to indicate the
percentage of working time they spent in each aspect of
their job, these being school administration and
management, curriculum and instruction, pupil personnel, and
staff personnel. Saxman found that assistant principals
shared responsibility in almost all duties which involved
the operation of a school and that assistant principals
agreed that they should be involved in performing most of
the tasks assigned to them. Me found that assistant
principals perceived the following as being the most
important aspects of their job: pupil attendance, running
the school in the principal's absence, preparing the master
'schedule, directing the athletic program, and pupil
discipline. Assistant principals perceived that they spent
most of their time in pupil personnel and administration and
management; instruction, apparently, was not a major
responsibility.
Leabo (1985) also dealt with which responsibilities in
a school were shared by principal and assistant principal
and which were delegated to the assistant principal alone.
Using ninety-seven senior high schools in Oregon, she found
that while principals had major responsibilities for
building maintenance and staffing, assistant principals had
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the responsibility for curriculum and instruction and
student activities. Other responsibilities, she found, were
shared by the two administrators. Unlike the other
researchers, her study identified instructional tasks as
having major importance.
Research Questioning Given Tasks or Responsibilities
of Assistant Principals
Some researchers went a step farther in their research.
In addition to identifying job tasks, these researchers
identified specific task areas for which the assistant
principal has an inappropriate degree of responsibility in
their perception.
Jarrett (1958) sought to determine the function and
status as well as duties and responsibilities of assistant
principals. His sample included 116 vice principals in Los
Angeles, assistant principals from 23 other large cities,
and 10 administration specialists. From the data he
collected, Weiss found that the following were the six areas
of primary responsibility for assistant principals, listed
in order of time allotment: administration of the
educational program, pupil personnel services, adminis
tration of co-curricular activities, school management,
community relations, and professional and inservice
training. Even though these activities took up the most
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time, Weiss recommended that the assistant principal have
more responsibility for curriculum and instructional tasks.
Smith (1987) identified a similar need for assistant
prinipals. In his research, he considered what secondary
assistant principals in Washington state perceived their
duties and responsibilities -to be. Questionnaires were sent
to all secondary school assistant principals, principals,
directors of secondary education, and district
superintendents. The respondents identified twenty-six
duties and responsibilities, nine of which could be
classified as instructional duties. Principals, directors,
and superintendents indicated that they desired the
assistant principal in the school to be more involved in
curriculum and instruction, as their responsibilities in
this area were not far-reaching enough.
The 1986 research by Carona also suggested that
ideally, assistant principals needed to be more involved in
certain aspects of their job. Carona studied the role of
the high school assistant principal as perceived by the
principal, assistant principal, and teachers. His sample
consisted of principals, assistant principals, and teachers
in 120 randomly selected 5A schools in Texas. He
distributed a questionnaire consisting of seventy-five job
responsibilities; these were divided into six major areas:
school management, staff personnel, community relations,
student activities, curriculum and instruction, and pupil
personnel. He found that the groups differed significantly
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in their perception of the assistant principal's role in the
areas of staff development, student activities, curriculum
and instruction, and pupil personnel. Principals and
teachers agreed that ideally, assistant principals should
have more involvement in all six task areas; however,
assistant principals indicated that ideally they should be
more involved in only curriculum and instruction, staff
personnel, and school management. Again, there was the
recognition that instruction and curriculum needed more
attention from the assistant principal.
Hayes1 research (1986) also revealed a difference in
perception between the principal and assistant principal
concerning the role the assistant principal should play in
the performance of certain tasks. Hayes investigated
whether the assistant principal at the secondary level in
Tennessee public schools perceived their own degree of
involvement in specific tasks differently than did their
principals. The sample included principals and assistant
principals from 152 randomly selected secondary schools.
The sample responded to a questionnaire comprised of
specific duties related to the assistant principal's job.
They indicated what they perceived as actual and desired
degrees of involvement in specific tasks such as
community/school relations, curriculum development, managing
the building, personnel, student personnel, and miscel
laneous duties. Hayes found that assistant principals
perceived that they were less involved in all areas than
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they wanted to be, except in the area of pupil personnel.
Principals, however, indicated that they wanted the
assistant principal to be even more involved in student
personnel and miscellaneous duties.
Unlike Hayes, Wafer (1983) concluded that principals
and assistant principals tended to agree on what the
assistant principal did and should do in a school.
Concerned with determining and comparing actual and ideal
roles of junior high and middle school assistant principals,
Wafer selected principals, assistant principals, and some
central office administrators from forty-seven school
districts in four Southern California counties. The
questionnaire to which they were asked to respond consisted
of sixty-two items identifying duties of the assistant
principal. Wafer found that there was a strong agreement
among all respondents concerning their perception of the
actual duties, levels of responsibility, and time involved
and the ideal duties, levels of responsibility, and time
involved in performing the duties. All indicated, however,
that assistant principals needed more responsibilities for
miscellaneous duties.
Gore's conclusions from his research of 1983 perhaps
sum up the feeling running through this body of literature.
He conducted a study to determine how high school principals
in Class 4A public schools in Texas felt toward the position
of high school assistant principal; he wanted to provide a
comprehensive analysis and identification of the role and
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duties of high school assistant principals. He sent
questionnaires to all the principals in the 4A schools and
found that most high school principals felt that the
assistant principal was a "helper" and that his full
potential and expertise as an administrator was not fully
utilized. As reflected in the literature just reviewed,
instructional assistant principals themselves and other
Central Office personnel sometimes perceived the emphasis on
or time devoted to given tasks as inappropriate.
Research Recognizing Need for Job Description
for Assistant Principal
While much of the literature on the assistant
principal's job attempts to identify the tasks involved in
the job, there is another body of literature which suggests
that even if the tasks can be identified, the job is not
well defined because tasks are many and job descriptions are
lacking. This literature suggests that with a job
description, there would not be such an inconsistency in the
position.
Robertson (1969) studied the assistant principal ship in
junior high schools. His purpose was to identify actual job
tasks and responsibilities, to determine how the principal,
assistant principal, and school education leaders
conceptualize the assistant principal's job, and to identify
and analyze the discrepancies between role expectations as
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defined by the principal and the actual duties and
responsibilities as performed by assistant principals.
Robertson distributed a questionnaire which divided tasks
into nine major categories: pupils; administration and
supervision of professional staff; community relations;
curriculum; administration and management; extracurricular
activities; tests and records; finance; and maintenance of
buildings, grounds, and equipment. Based on his findings,
Robertson realized that the job needed some clarification.
He suggested that the duties and responsibilities be stated
clearly in writing to prevent misunderstandings between the
assistant principal and principal, that there should be
clearly differentiated responsibilities if more than one
assistant principal is based in a school, and that clerical
duties which can be performed by clerical personnel should be
removed from the instructional assistant's responsibilities,
to them.
Likewise, McKendry (1970) expressed the idea that a
written job description was needed for the position of
assistant principal. McKendry compared the observed role of
the secondary assistant principal with the expected role, as
perceived by superintendents, principals, and assistant
principals in Illinois. Using a sample of 234
administrators, he administered a questionnaire and found
that there was no statistically significant difference in
overall perceptions of the role of the assistant principal
as seen by the administrators, even though some individual
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tasks did reveal significant differences. He recommended
that superintendents, principals, and assistant principals
be involved jointly in developing written duty and
responsibilities statements for the position of assistant
principal, that assistant principals be released from doing
routine office and clerical work and given more supervisory
duties, and that the principal share discipline respon
sibilities with the assistant principal.
Cantley (1972) also saw a need for a written job
description. He investigated the job of the assistant
principal as related to duties and responsibilities and
degree of responsibility for each duty. Two hundred
sixty-six junior high school assistant principals responded
to a questionnaire concerning the actual and recommended
duties and responsibilities of the assistant principal; in
addition, twenty-five specialists in junior high school •
administration responded to a questionnaire on the
appropriateness of the duties of the assistant principal.
Cantley found that assistant principals had the greatest
responsibility in the areas of pupil personnel services and
administration of the activities program. The areas of least
responsibility were administration of the instructional
program and staff in service training programs. He also
found that except for pupil personnel services and student
activities, there was a great variation in the duties of the
assistant principal. Like other researchers, he suggested
that greater participation by the assistant principal was
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needed in the administration of the instructional program
and curriculum development. He felt that principals were
the ones usually to define the job of their assistant
principal, but he recommended that school districts adopt a
policy of defining the nature of the position of the
assistant principal and that the duties and responsibilities
be precisely defined in written form by the principal.
Pack (1987) also recognized that the job of assistant
principal was not well defined. Doing his research in
Georgia, Pack wanted to develop a profile of the Georgia
high school assistant principal as a person, professional
and worker. He used a questionnaire eliciting information
on the assistant principals' personal and professional
background, as well as on their job duties and
responsibilities. One hundred fifty-five assistant
principals responded. While he found that there were
several administrative tasks not usually given assistant
principals, he found that there was a large disparity in
duties and responsibilities, making it difficult for a
single job description to apply to the position of
"assistant principal" in Georgia. He concluded that the
title of assistant principal was not indicative of the
nature or scope of the responsibilities associated with the
job, as these varied too much from school to school. He saw
a need for more consistency.
The literature suggests that the assistant principal's
job includes a wide range of tasks and responsibilities, so
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many, in fact, that the job cannot be described
definitively. It also suggests that the job is general
rather than specific in nature. In some school systems,
this job has been differentiated, and from two to four
people function as assistant principals. When this is the
case, one would expect that the job would be clearly
defined; however, this research was undertaken because this
does not seem to be the case with the assistant principal





The purpose of this research was to examine an existing
phenomenon, in this case, the perceived role of the
instructional assistant principal from the point of view of
the principal, teachers, and instructional assistant
principals themselves. Therefore, the design is descriptive
research. As such, a survey was conducted in order to
assess the present situation and to answer the research
questions .
Research Questions
To investigate how principals, instructional assistant
principals, and teachers perceive the job of the
instructional assistant principal, nine research questions
were answered :
1. To what extent do teachers perceive the
■instructional assistant principal as having
responsibility for performing tasks which have been
identified on the Instructional Assistant Prin
cipals' Duties and Tasks Questionnaire?
24
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2. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those
tasks, to what extent do teachers perceive that the
instructional assistant principal should be
responsible for performing the identified tasks?
3. To what extent does the principal perceive the
instructional assistant principal as having
responsibility for the identified tasks?
4. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those
tasks, to what extent do principals perceive that
the instructional assistant principal should be
responsible for performing the identified tasks?
5. To what extent do instructional assistant
principals see themselves as being responsible for
performing tasks which have been identified for
them?
6. To what extent do instructional assistant
principals perceive they should be responsible for
performing the identified tasks?
7. For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should have much
responsibility?
8. For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
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instructional assistant principal should have some
rather than much responsibility?
9. For tasks which teachers, principals, and instruct
ional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should not have
much responsibility, who on the faculty/staff
should have or share the responsibility?
Instrumentation
In order to elicit the data needed to identify
perceived roles and role expectations of instructional
assistant principals, the Instructional Assistant
Principals' Duties and Tasks Questionnaire was devised. To
prepare the questionnaire, this writer first reviewed the
literature on the duties and responsibilities of assistant
principals in general. Then, a list of duties which a
committee of school system assistant principals in the
system where the study was conducted compiled at the request
of the Department of Instruction in 1985 was reviewed. From
these sources, twenty three duties and responsibilities for
the instructional assistant principal were isolated. (See
Appendix C.) In order to establish face validity for the
questionnaire, five experts in the field of supervision were
asked to evaluate the relevance of each of the twenty-three
items. They were instructed to read and rate each item on a
scale of 1 to 7, 1 meaning that the item was inappropriate
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to use for the stated purposes and 7 meaning that the item
was appropriate at the highest level for eliciting the
desired data. A mean score of 4 was the acceptable rating
for including an item on the questionnaire. In addition to
ranking the given items, the experts were asked to offer
suggestions for any duties or responsibilities which should
have been included but which were not.
Based on the responses from the experts, twenty-two of
the original twenty-five items were included on the final
questionnaire, as they all had a mean score of 4 or above;
one item was dropped, as it had a mean score of 3.2.
Suggestions were given for the rewording of some items for
clarity, two items were divided so as to make to make two
additional items, and two items were added to the list. The
final set of tasks included twenty-six items. (See Appendix
D.)
Sample
Because the study dealt with the role of the instruct
ional assistant principal in a specific county, it was
appropriate that the sample be taken from the population of
that county. It was decided that all twenty-four principals
and all twenty-four instructional assistant principals in
the public secondary schools in the system would be asked
to participate. Additionally, it was decided that seven
schools would be randomly selected and ten teachers from
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each of those schools would be asked to participate. The
teachers would be randomly selected by their instructional
assistant principals.
Twenty-two (92 percent) of the twenty-four
instructional assistant principals returned their
questionnaires; twenty-three (96 percent) of the twenty-four
principals did; and fifty-eight (83 percent) of the seventy
teachers did.
Procedure
Once the instrument was validated and the names of all
principals and instructional assistant principals secured,
the questionnaires were sent to the twenty-four public high
schools. Additionally, seven schools were randomly selected
by their names being drawn from a hat, and they were sent
questionnaires for completion by ten teachers. The
instructional assistant principals were asked to select
randomly the ten teachers to respond to survey questions
from among their faculty. Under separate cover, a
questionnaire was also sent directly to each principal.
(See Appendix E. )
The Instructional Assistant Principals' Duties and
Tasks Questionnaire asked the respondents to read through
the set of twenty-six items which are often regarded as
tasks/duties of the assistant principal for instruction in a
school. They were asked to rate each item twice—once
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indicating to what extent the instructional assistant
principal had responsibility for each task in their school
and once indicating to what extent the instructional
assistant principal should have responsibility for the task
or duty. They used a five-point scale for ranking:
1 = The assistant principal for instruction has
(or should have) no responsibility.
2 = The assistant principal for instruction has
(or should have) minimal responsibility.
3 = The assistant principal for instruction has
(or should have) moderate responsibility.
4 = The assistant principal for instruction has
(or should have) major responsibility.
5 = The assistant principal for instruction has
(or should have) sole responsibility.
The respondents were also instructed to identify the
person(s) in their school who chiefly performed a task--or
who should have the responsibility in performing the
task--if they said the instructional assistant principal
either had or should have little or no responsibility for a
task or duty.
The number of responses in each task/duty area was
tallied to determine the percentage of respondents in each
response group (principal, teacher, instructional assistant
principal) who gave a particular ranking to the individual
tasks/duties. By examining and analyzing the responses, the
writer was able to answer the research questions, draw
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conclusions, and make recommendations concerning the job
description of the instructional assistant principal in the
metropolitan Atlanta school system where the study was
conducted.
Limitations
This study was conducted in a large metropolitan
Atlanta school system; however, the sample sets limitations
on the applicability of the results to other school systems.
While all principals, with the exception of one, and all
assistant principals, with the exception of two, responded
to the questionnaire and were used in the study, there are
only twenty-four public secondary schools in the system.
The limited number of respondents who were principals and
assistant principals reduces inferential possibilities.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF DATA
The instrument to which the sample was asked to respond
had twenty-six tasks which are often assigned to the
instructional assistant principal in a high school. They
were asked to indicate how much responsibility they
perceived their instructional assistant principal exercised
in performing given tasks and how much responsibility they
thought he should exercise in performing the task.
While the sample was asked to respond to degrees of
responsibility as none, minimal, moderate, major, and sole
in the presentation of the data, only three classifications
were used: considerable (signifying responses of sole and
major responsibility), some (signifying responses of
moderate or minimal responsibility), and none. With these
designations for degree of responsibility, the data were
examined, and the research questions, answered.
Before the research questions were answered, the data
on each task area were examined. The percentage of
respondents indicating each degree of responsibility was
charted.
The first task area examined was budgeting. The data
reveal that most teachers, principals, and instructional
principals (fifty percent or more) perceived the
instructional assistant principal in their school as having
considerable responsibility for this task. However, all
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three groups also perceived the instructional assistant
principal as having too much responsibility. They indicated
that ideally, the instructional assistant principal should
have some, not considerable, responsibility. (See Table 1. )
TABLE 1
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility























Three of the task areas deal with teacher observation
and support: observing teacher performance in the
classroom, identifying teachers in need of staff develop
ment, and coordinating staff development needs within the
school. Teachers, principals, and instructional assistant
principals all perceived that the instructional assistant
principal had considerable responsibility in observing
teacher performance and coordinating staff development
Principals and instructional assistant principals perceived
instructional assistant principals as having considerable
responsibility for identifying teachers in need of staff
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development; however, teachers perceived the instructional
assistant principal as having less responsibility here. The
same pattern was revealed when responses referred to the
ideal degree of responsibility. (See Table 2.)
A third task category, evaluation, includes evaluating
new teachers, evaluating veteran teachers, and monitoring
and evaluating paraprofessionals . For all three task areas,
respondents perceived the instructional assistant principal
as having considerable responsibility. The three groups of
respondents also indicated that ideally, the instructional
assistant principal should have considerable responsibility
in evaluating teachers; however, only the principals
indicated that there should be considerable responsibility
in monitoring and evaluating paraprofessionals. Teachers
and instructional assistant principals believed that there
should be only some responsibility here. (See Table 3.)
A fourth category of tasks involves working with
prospective and new personnel: interviewing and evaluating
applicants for instructional positions, orienting new
paraprofessionals, and orienting new teachers to the school
and school system policies. Responding to what was actually
the case in their school, all three groups of respondents
perceived the instructional assistant principal as having
considerable responsibility in interviewing and evaluating
applicants; principals and instructional assistant
principals also perceived the instructional assistant
principal as having considerable responsibility for
TABLE 2
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility


































































































































































orienting new teachers and paraprofessionals. Teachers,
though, saw the instructional assistant principal as having
a lesser degree of responsibility. All three groups
indicated that ideally, the instructional assistant
principal should have considerable responsibility in
interviewing and evaluating applicants. Likewise, all three
groups perceive instructional assistant principals as
ideally being responsible for evaluating new and veteran
teachers; however, only principals perceived that this
should be considerable responsibility for the instructional
assistant principal. Teachers and instructional assistant
principals believed that only some responsibility should be
exercised. (See Table 4.)
Planning tasks for the instructional assistant
principal involve monitoring teachers' lesson plans and
overseeing the preparation and delivery of in-house lesson,
plans. Teachers and instructional assistant principals
perceived instructional assistant principals as having
considerable responsibility for monitoring lesson plans;
teachers, however, perceived only some responsibility here.
Instructional assistant principals indicated that ideally,
there should be considerable responsibility for teachers'
lesson plans. While principals perceived that there was
actually considerable responsibility here, only about half
the principals indicated that there should be considerable
responsibility with the other half perceived that there
should be only some responsibility. Teachers, too, were
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TABLE 4
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility











12 3 4 5
5 9 77 9
18 82
65 35
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23 18 50 9
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almost equally divided on whether or not there should be
considerable or some responsibility for the instructional
assistant principal. None of the respondent groups
perceived the instructional assistant principal as having
much responsibility for overseeing the preparation and
delivery of in-house instructional plans to the appropriate
place. Principals and teachers thought that there should be
some responsibility here, but instructional assistant
principals believed that they should have no responsibility.
(See Table 5.)
TABLE 5
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility



































Another category of tasks is working with standardized
testing. Most teachers and principals perceived
instructional assistant principals as having considerable
responsibility for coordinating standardized testing, and
all three groups perceived the instructional assistant
principal as having considerable responsibility in
disseminating and interpreting standardized test results.
Instructional assistant principals perceived themselves as
having only some responsibility. Only principals thought
that instructional assistant principals should have
considerable responsibility in coordinating testing, but
even so, only a slight majority held this view. Teachers
and instructional assistant principals believed that some
responsibility should be exercised here. All three groups
thought the instructional assistant principal should have
considerable responsibility in distributing and explaining
results . (See Table 6.)
For the coordination of textbook distribution,
teachers, principals, and instructional assistant principals
perceived their instructional assistant principal as having
some responsibility. All three groups believed that
ideally, this was the degree of responsibility desired.
(See Table 7. )
Scheduling is the task area involving preparing the
master schedule and dealing with requests for schedule
changes. Teachers, principals, and instructional assistant
principals all perceived that instructional assistants had
TABLE 6
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility
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considerable responsibility in preparing the master
schedule, and they believed this degree of responsibility
was the ideal. All, likewise, thought the instructional
assistant had only some responsibility in reviewing and
acting upon schedule changes, and, again, they indicated
that this was the ideal. (See Table 8.)
TABLE 8


































All three groups of respondents saw the instructional
assistant principal as having considerable responsibility
for working with feeder school administrators to plan for
incoming seventh or eighth grades. Principals indicated
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that this should be the degree of responsibility exercised,
but teachers and instructional assistant principals perceive
that the instructional assistant should have only some
responsibility. (See Table 9.)
TABLE 9
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility
Works with Feeder School Administrators to Plan for




























For the task of planning for the PTSA Open House and
the parent night visitations, only principals perceived
their instructional assistant principals as having
considerable responsibility; slightly over half thought that
this was the ideal degree of responsibility, also.
Teachers and instructional assistants viewed the
instructional assistant as having only some responsibility
here, and this, they believed, was the way it should be.
(See Table 10.)
All three groups of respondents perceived the
instructional assistant as having considerable
responsibility for preparing for both Southern Association
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TABLE 10
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility
































of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and state Standards
documentations. However, only teachers indicated that the
instructional assistant should have this degree of
responsibility; instructional assistants and principals said
that there should be only some responsibility here. (See
Table 11.)
For the task of producing the local school handbooks,
all three groups perceived their instructional assistant
principal as having considerable responsibility. Only
principals, however, said that this is the desired degree of
responsibility; slightly more than half of the teachers
indicated that the instructional assistant should have some
responsibility, as did most of the instructional assistants.
(See Table 12. )
TABLE H
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility
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Another task is supervising extra- and co-curricular
activities. Teachers and instructional assistant principals
perceived the instructional assistant principal as having
considerable responsibility here; the principal, though,
perceived that their instructional assistant had only some
responsibility. All three groups of respondents perceived
that the degree of responsibility they actually saw was the
desired degree of responsibility. (See Table 13.)
TABLE 13
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility




















No group of respondents perceived the instructional
assistant principal as exercising considerable
responsibility for disseminating information about current
trends in education to the faculty. In fact, most teachers
perceived their instructional assistant principal as
actually not exercising any responsibility here. Principals
and instructional assistants, though, perceived some
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responsibility. All three groups felt that the
instructional assistant principal should have some
responsibility for this task. (See Table 14.)
TABLE 14
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility




















Setting instructional goals and evaluating the overall
curriculum, the last two tasks to be considered, both
concern suiting the school's program to the school's needs.
Even though the teachers perceived the instructional
assistant principal in their school as having some
responsibility for setting instructional goals, principals
and instructional assistants perceived the instructional as
having considerable responsibility here. Teachers and
principals said that ideally, the responsibility should be
considerable, but instructional assistants indicated that
there should only be some responsibility. All three groups
of respondents perceived the instructional assistant as
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having considerable responsibility for evaluating the
overall curriculum, and all three groups perceived this to
be the desired degree of responsibility. (See Table 15.)
TABLE 15
Percentage of Respondents Indicating Given Degree of Responsibility
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With these data in mind, the research questions were
answered.
1. To what extent do teachers perceive the instructional
assistant principal as having responsibility for
performing the tasks which have been identified on
the Instructional Assistant Principals' Duties
and Tasks Questionnaire?
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The data reveal that teachers perceived the instruct
ional assistant principal as having considerable
responsibility for performing sixteen of the twenty-six
tasks identified in the questionnaire, some responsibility
for nine tasks, and no responsibility for one task. (See
Table 16. )
TABLE 16
Percentage of Teachers Perceiving
Instructional Assistant Principals as Having Given Degree
of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Evaluates new teachers 100
Coordinates staff development 100
needs within school
Prepares master schedule 100
Prepares documentation for 100
state Standards
Prepares documentation for 100
SACS five- and ten-year
studies
Produces local school hand- 100
books
Interviews and evaluates 100
applicants for instructional
positions
Supervises extra- and co- 100
curricular activities
Monitors and evaluates para- 96
professionals
Monitors teachers' lesson plans 87
Evaluates veteran teachers 82
Evaluates overall curriculum 82
Coordinates standardized testing 82
program
Disseminates and interprets 78
standardized test results
Prepares per pupil budget 68
Works with feeder school admin- 59
strators to plan for incoming
7th or 8th graders
SOME
95Observes teacher performance in
classroom
Identifies teachers in need of 95
of staff development
Coordinates distribution of 95
textbooks
Plans PTSA Open House meeting and 82
parent visitation nights
Oversees preparation and delivery 82
of lesson plans to alternative
instruction supervisor
Orients new paraprofessionas to
to school and school system
Orients new teachers to school
and school system
Reviews and acts upon student
schedule change requests








current trends in education
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2. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those tasks,
what extent do teachers perceive that the instructional
assistant principal should be responsible for perform
ing the identified tasks?
Teachers indicated that ideally, instructional
assistant principals should have considerable responsibility
for fourteen of the tasks and some responsibility for
twelve. (See Table 17.)
TABLE 17
Percentage of Teachers Perceiving That
Instructional Assistant Principals Should Have Given Degree
of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Observes teacher performance in 100
classroom
Coordinates staff development 100
needs within school
Prepares documentation for state 100
Standards inspections
Prepares documentation for SACS 100
five- and ten-year studies
Interviews and evaluates applic- 100
ants for instructional
positions
Evaluates new teachers 100
Prepares master schedule 100
Supervises extra- and co- 100
curricular
Evaluates veteran teachers 95
Orients new teachers to school 82
and school system
Evaluates overall curriculum 73
Disseminates and interprets 73
standardized test results
Sets instructional goals for 64
school
Orients new paraprofessionals to 59
school and school system
SOHE
Prepares per pupil budget 100
Coordinates distribution of 95
textbooks
Coordinates standardized testing 82
Oversees preparation and delivery 77
of lesson plans to alternative
instruction supervisor
Plans PTSA Open House meeting and 68
parent visitation nights
Reviews and acts upon student
requests for schedule changes
Identifies teachers in need of
of staff development
Monitors and evaluates para
professionals
Works with feeder school admin
istrators to plan for incoming
7th and 8th graders
Disseminates information about
current trends in education
Monitors teachers' lesson plans









3. To what extent does the principal perceive the
instructional assistant principal as having respon
sibility for performing tasks which have been
identified?
Principals' responses indicated that they perceived
their instructional assistant principal as having
considerable responsibility for nineteen of the twenty-six
tasks; the instructional assistant, they said, had some
responsibility for seven tasks. (See Table 18.)
4. In considering the tasks which must be done in the
school and the personnel available to do those tasks,
to what extent do principals think that the instruct
ional assistant principal should be responsible for
performing identified tasks?
The principals indicated that ideally, the instruct
ional principal should have responsibility for seventeen of
the tasks,with some responsibility for the other nine.
(See Table 19.)
5. To what extent do instructional assistant principals
see themselves as being responsible for performing
tasks which have been identified for them?
Instructional assistant principals saw themselves as
having considerable responsibility for twenty of the
twenty-six tasks and some responsibility for the other six
tasks. (See Table 20.)
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TABLE 18
Percentage of Principals Perceiving
Instructional Assistant Principals as Having Given Degree
of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Observes teacher performance 100
in classroom
Coordinates staff development 100
needs within school
Evaluates new teachers 100
Monitors and evaluates para- 100
professionals
Prepares master schedule 100
Evaluates overall curriculum 100
Prepares documentation for state 100
Standards inspection
Interviews and evaluates 100
applicants for instructional
positions
Prepares documentation for SACS 91
five- and ten-year studies
Prepares per pupil budget 82
Evaluates veteran teachers 82
Disseminates and interprets 82
standardized test results
Works with feeder school admin- 77
istrators to plan for incoming
7th and 8th graders
Orients new teachers to school 77
and school system
Orients new paraprofessionals to 73
school and school system
Identifies teachers in need of 68
staff development
Produces local school handbooks 64
Coordinates standardized testing 59
program
Plans PTSA Open House meeting and 59
parent visitation nights
Sets instructional goals for 59
school
SOME
Disseminates information about 100
current trends in education
Coordinates distribution of 77
textbooks
Monitors teachers' lesson plans 68
Works with feeder school admin- 68
istrators to plan for incoming
7th and 8th graders
Supervises extra- and co- 64
curricular activities
Reviews and acts upon student 59
requests for schedule changes
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TABLE 19
Percentage of Principals Perceiving That
Instructional Assistant Principals Should Have Given Degree
of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Evaluates new teachers 100
Prepares master schedule 100
Coordinates standardized testing 100
program
Disseminates and interprets 100
standardized test results
Plans PTSA Open House meeting 100
and parent visitation nights
Identifies teachers in need of 95
staff development
Coordinates staff development 95
needs within school
Interviews and evaluates 91
applicants for instructional
positions
Orients new teachers to school 82
and school system
Observes teacher performance in 82
classroom
Evaluates overall curriculum 82
Evaluates veteran teachers 77
Orients new paraprofessionals to 68
school and school system
Monitors and evaluates para- 68
professionals
Works with feeder school 68
administrators to plan for
incoming 7th and 8th graders
Produces local school handbooks 64
Sets instructional goals 64
Monitors teachers' lesson plans 59
SOME
Review and act upon student ioo
requests for schedule changes
Disseminates information about 100
current trends in education
Prepares documentation for state 86
Standards inspection
Prepares documentation for SACS 86
five- and ten-year studies
Prepares per pupil budget
Coordinates distribution of 82
textbooks
Oversees preparation and 68
distribution of alternative
instruction lesson plans to
supervisor




Percentage of Instructional Assistant Principals Perceiving
That They Have Given Degree of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Evaluates veteran teachers 100
Evaluates new teachers 100
Observes teacher performance in 100
classroom
Coordinates staff development 100
needs within school
Monitors teachers' lesson plans 100
Interviews and evaluates 100
applicants for instructional
positions
Prepares documentation for SACS 100
five- and ten-year studies
Sets instructional goals for 100
school
Prepares per pupil budget 96
Prepares documentation for 96
state Standards inspections
Orients new teachers to school 91
and school system
Orients new paraprofessionals 91
to school and school system
Monitors and evaluates para- 91
professionals
Prepares master schedule 91
Identifies teachers in need of 83
staff development
Supervises extra- and co- 83
curricular activities
Evaluates overall curriculum 74
Disseminates and interprets 69
standardized test results
Works with feeder school admin- 69
istrators to plan for incoming
7th or 8th graders
Produces local school handbooks 65
SOME
Disseminates information about 91
current trends in education
Coordinates distribution of 83
textbooks
Plans PTSA Open House meeting 74
and parent visitation nights
Oversees preparation and delivery 65
of alternative instruction
lesson plans to supervisor
Reviews and acts upon student 61
requests for schedule changes
Coordinates standardized testing 57
program
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6. To what extent do instructional assistant principals
think they should be responsible for performing the
identified tasks?
Instructional assistant principals believed that
ideally, they should have considerable responsibility for
only eleven of the twenty-six tasks; they should some
responsibility for fourteen tasks and no responsibility for
one task. (See Table 21.)
7. For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should have much
responsi bi1i ty .
In only seven task areas did all three groups perceive
that the instructional assistant principal should have
considerable responsibility: observing teacher performance
in the classroom, interviewing and evaluating applicants for
instructional positions, evaluating veteran teachers,
coordinating staff development needs within the school,
preparing the master schedule, disseminating and
interpreting standardized test results, and evaluating the
overall curriculum for instructional improvement.
8. For which task areas do teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals agree that the
instructional assistant principal should have some
responsibil ity?
All groups indicated that the instructional assistant
principal should have some responsibility in preparing the
TABLE 21
Percentage of Instructional Assistant Principals Perceiving
That They Should Have Given Degree of Responsibility
CONSIDERABLE
Observes teacher performance in 100
classroom
Prepares master schedule 100
Evaluates veteran teachers 96
Monitors teachers' lesson plans 91
Evaluates overall curriculum 91
Interviews and evaluates 91
applicants for instructional
positions
Coordinates staff development 87
needs within school
Evaluates new teachers 83
Identifies teachers in need of 78
of staff development
Supervises extra- and co- 74
curricular activities
Disseminates and interprets 57
standardized test results
SOME
Coordinates distribution of 100
textbooks
Reviews and acts upon student 100
requests for schedule changes
Plans PTSA Open House meeting 100
and parent visitation nights
Disseminates information about 100
current trends in education
Prepares per pupil budget 91
Coordinates standardized testing 91
program
Sets instructional goals for 87
for school
Orients new paraprofessionals 78
to school and school system
Produces local school handbooks 78
Prepares documentation for 74
state Standards inspections
Prepares documentation for SACS 74
five- and ten-year studies
Orients new teachers to school 65
and school system
Monitors and evaluates cara- 57
professionals
Works with feeder school admin- 57
istrators to plan for incoming
7th and 8th graders
NONE
Oversees preparation and delivery 83
of lesson plans to alternative
instruction supervisor
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per pupil budget, coordinating the distribution of
textbooks, reviewing and acting upon student requests for
schedule changes, working with feeder school administrators
to plan for incoming seventh graders, and disseminating
information about current trends in education.
In examining the data from the perspective of the
instructional assistant principal in more depth, it is
apparent that the instructional assistants believed that
they exercised more responsibility than they should in some
areas. Altogether, they viewed themselves as having
considerable responsibility in eighteen of the twenty-six
task areas; however, they perceived themselves as having too
much responsibility in seven of those eighteen task areas.
Ninety-two percent believed they had considerable
responsibility for the per pupil budget, but ninety-one
percent believed that they should have less responsibility;
ninety-one percent saw themselves as having considerable
responsibility in orienting new teacher, but sixty-five
percent believed that they should not have this degree of
responsibility. Ninety-one percent perceived themselves as
having considerable responsibility for orienting new
paraprofessionals, but seventy-eight percent thought this to
be too much. Ninety-one percent believed that had
considerable responsibility for monitoring and evaluating
paraprofessionals, whereas fifty-seven percent thought they
need not have this degree of responsibility. Sixty-five
percent viewed themselves as having considerable
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responsibility in producing the local school handbook, and
seventy-eight percent believed they did not need this much
responsibility. All of the instructional assistant
principals saw themselves as having considerable
responsibility in preparing for state Standards inspections,
and eighty-six percent said that this was too much
responsibility. Ninety-six percent perceived that they had
considerable responsibility for preparing for Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools five- and ten-year
studies, and seventy-four percent thought that they did not
need that much responsibility. There was also one area in
which the instructional assistants perceived themselves as
having only some responsibility but for which they believed
they should have no responsibility— overseeing the
preparation of in-house lesson plans. All saw themselves
as having some responsibility but said that they should have
no responsibility. For all these task areas,' the
instructional assistant principals indicated that someone on
their staff shared the responsibility.
9. For tasks which teachers, principals, and instructional
assistant principals agree the instructional assistant
principal should not have much responsibility, who on
the faculty/staff should take or share the
responsi bility?
Respondents indicated that a variety of personnel
should share responsibilities for which the instructional
assistant principal should have only some responsibility.
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These included central office personnel, other
administrators, department heads, other teachers,
counselors, PTSA members, and various school staff. (See
Table 22.)
Overall, the data reveal that the job of the
instructional assistant principal to one degree or another
includes and should include all twenty-six of the tasks
identified on the Instructional Assistant Principals1 Duties
and Tasks Questionnaire, although there is some disagreement
about the task dealing with in-house lesson plans.
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TABLE 22
Sharing of Instructional Responsibilities
Task
Preparing per pupil budget
Coordinating distribution of
textbooks
Acting upon requests for
schedule changes
Working with feeder school
school administrators
Disseminating information





















Planning PTSA Open House
and parent visitation nights
Preparing documentation for




















The roles of high school assistant principals have
traditionally been numerous and varied, and many of the
tasks assigned to them have dealt directly with instruction.
In some school systems, the assistant principalship has
become specialized and an assistant principal for
instruction identified; however, the job of this person has
tended not to be the same from school to school , and
instructional assistant principals have expressed a degree
of dissatisfaction with the job. Believing that the lack of
a specified job description had resulted in job ambiguity
and role conflict for the instructional assistant principal,
this writer conducted research to define better the role of
instructional assistant principal and ultimately to devise a
job description for the instructional assistant principal
which realistically reflects the performance expectation
that principals, teachers, and instructional assistant
principals have for the person performing this job.
The resultant job description should appropriately
include those tasks which principals, teachers, and
assistant principals have said they believe should be a part
of the assistant principal's job, regardless of whether they
identify the task as being of considerable or of some
responsibility. This study revealed that of the twenty-six
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tasks about which the sample was asked to respond, all
except one should be a part of the job description.
This being the case, the following statements could be
included in the job description resulting from this study:
The assistant principal for instruction will have
responsibility for the following tasks:
--observes teacher performance in the classroom and provides
appropriate feedback
--identifies teachers in need of staff development
--coordinates staff development needs within the schools and
makes arrangements for needs to be met
--orients new teachers to the school and school system




--monitors and evaluates paraprofessionais
--monitors teachers' lesson plans
--prepares the master schedule of classes
--evaluates overall curriculum for instructional improvement
--sets instructional goals for the school
--prepares the per pupil budget
--interviews and evaluates applicants for instructional
positions
--disseminates and interprets standardized test results to
teachers, students, and parents
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--reviews and acts upon student, parent, and teacher
requests for student schedule changes
--works with feeder school administrators to plan for
incoming seventh or eighth graders
--disseminates information about current trends in education
to faculty
--prepares documentation for state Standards inspections
--prepares documentation for SACS five- and ten-year studies
--produces the local school handbooks
--supervises extra- and co-curricular activities
--coordinates the standardized testing program
--coordinates the distribution of textbooks
--plans PTSA Open House meetings and parent visitation
nights
Principals, teachers, and instructional assistant
principals all indicated that the instructional assistant
should have a degree of responsibility for the performance
of the tasks above. Including these tasks in a job
description, then, would assure that instructional assistant
principals perform the tasks which school personnel believe
that they should.
Implications and Recommendations
The study has revealed that overall, principals,
teachers, and instructional assistant principals in the
school system where this study was conducted agree on what
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should be a part of the job of instructional assistant
principal; they differ only on the degree of responsibility
which the instructional assistant principal should have.
The implication here is that apparently, there is little
reason to believe that any dissatisfaction associated with
the job is due to the lack of a clear view of what the job
entails. The recommendation here is that a written job
description be developed and distributed to all
instructional assistant principals. This is essential for
new instructional assistants so that they will know from the
beginning the wide range of tasks for which they are
responsible.
There is also an implication that in a number of task
areas, primary responsibility for performing the job need
not be the instructional assistant principal's. The
recommendation is that several tasks could be shared by the
instructional assistant principal and someone else on the
faculty/staff. There might be a person to act as textbook
coordinator or school testing coordinator; responsibility
for parent meetings might be delegated to PTSA or
counselors; schedule changes for students could be shared
with the counselors; producing the local school handbook and
preparing documentation for various inspections could be
shared with other administrators, faculty, and staff
members. By sharing responsibility, the instructional
assistant principals might perceive that their time is spent
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in the most expedient manner, i.e., not doing tasks which
they think someone else can perform just as effectively.
Recommendations for Further Study
Because this study began as a reaction to the
perception that there is dissatisfaction among instructional
assistant principals, further research on this topic is
recommended. This research could center on the nature of
the jobs assigned to instructional assistant principals, the
amount of time they spend in performance of the job, the pay
they receive for the job, the degree of authority they
exercise in the job, the way responsibility is shared in a
school, and other related topics.
Another possible source for research deals with the
seeming dissatisfaction of instructional assistant
principals as compared with other assistant principals. One
could explore whether there is more or less satisfaction
with the job depending on whether a person is primarily in
charge of instruction or in charge of another area of
administration/supervision.
While this study examined the questions of the role of
the instructional assistant principal from the perspective
of teachers, principals, and instructional assistant
principals, further study could include central office




While the duties of an instructional assistant
principal are many, teachers, principals, and instructional
assistants tend to view the job similarly. The job
description which was devised lists the twenty-five tasks
which the teachers, principals, and instructional assistants
in a large metropolitan Atlanta school system agree should
be performed by the instructional assistant. The degree to
which the person has responsibility, however, should




REPORT TO DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION
Duties of Instructional Assistant Principal
1. Pre- and post-planning agendas
2. Local handbooks for students and teachers
3. Interviewing prospective teachers and paraprofessionals
4. In-service for all new teachers
5. Faculty instructional meetings
6. Classroom observations/evaluations
a. TPOR - all pre- and post-conferences
b. Substitutes
c. TPAI - all new teachers
d. EMRAC - veteran teacher assessments
7. Textbooks
a. Ordering
b. Dealing with lost textbooks and media books
8. Master schedule
a. Annual scheduling
b. Student schedule changes
c. Teacher assignments
d . Balanci ng classes
e. Room utilization
f. Conversions, conflicts, etc.
9. Registration procedures for students
10. Seventh grade in-service and registration
11. Informing students of elective courses
12. TCT and teacher certification
13. Monitoring state compensatory programs to meet QBE
standards
14. Changing schedules to maximize FTE
15. Test coordination
a. GCRT, BST, SAT, PSAT, ITBS, CAT
b. Remedial class assignments as result of failure












a. Chairman of Committee
b. Developing and supervising local workshops
c. Supervising in-services
20. Pilot and innovative projects
21. Substitute teacher assignments
22. Instructional related discipline such as cheating,
refusal to have materials in class, etc.
23. Getting class covered
24. Media Committee
25. Supervising media staff
26. Administering SACS - five- and ten-year studies
27. Extracurricular duties on rotational basis
28. Hall and cafeteria duty
29. Monitoring Drug and Alcohol Awareness Program
30. Monitoring instructional policies








32. Monitoring all scholastic competition, such as Social
Studies and Mathematics teams




















Handling independent study program
Monitoring examination schedule
Preparing per pupil budget
Purchase orders and R-40's for instructional items




Open House PTA meetings






Collecting copies of final examinations and checkinq
grade books s
Attend all county instructional meetings
Addressing teacher complaints and concerns
Monitoring 8th grade failures
Non-instructional Assignments Which Some IAP's Perform
1. Classroom discipline







8. Risk management coordinator
9. Maintenance requests





1. Remove from the assistant principal for instruction all
those duties that clearly are the responsibility of
other personnel.
2. Shift more instructional responsibilities to department
chairmen and give them an extra period to handle it.
3. Provide the instructional assistant principal with a
secretary.
4. Encourage principals to be more aware of the increased
workload of the instructional assistant principal.
APPENDIX B












Very soon, I will begin research for my thesis at
Atlanta University. As I mentioned to you, I will be
attempting to come up with a .job description for the
position of instructional assistant principal, there being
no written job description for the system.
Before I begin to gather my data, I need to validate my
instrument. Attached, I have given you a stack of cards
each one listing one of the tasks which the literature
suggests is instructional. I plan to ask teachers
principals, and other instructional assistant principals to
identify the tasks which are indeed a part of the job of the
instructional assistant principal in their school and to
determine the degree of responsibility which the IAP
exercises. I also want them to tell me which ideally are a
part of the job and how much responsibility ideally the IAP
should exercise. Last, I want them to tell me who in the
school should be principally responsible for the job if the









will not use any
to tell me if the tasks I have listed will
data I am seeking. Please rate each item
1 t° 7, 1 signifying chat the item is
to use for getting the desired data and 7
it is appropriate at the highest level. I
item which has a mean score of less than 4.
As you look at my list, please feel free to add any
tasks which you believe should be included but are not-
also, please give suggestions for wording if you believe the
item is unclear as worded.
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If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
call me. My number at Towers High School is 289-7174; my
number at home is 298-7802.
Thank you in advance for your assistance! Please let




TASKS PERFORMED BY INSTRUCTIONAL
ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS
1. preparing the per pupil budget
2. observing teacher performance in the classroom, offering
them feedback on their performance and providing them
with instructional support as needed
3. evaluating veteran teachers
4. identifying teachers in need of staff development
5. coordinating staff development needs within the school
and arranging means through which needs may be met
6. evaluating new teachers
7. orienting new teachers to the school and the overall
curriculum
8. monitoring and evaluating paraprofessionals
9. orienting new paraprofessionals to the school system,
the school, and their assignment
10. producing the local school handbooks (student handbook
and faculty handbook)
11. coordinating the distribution of textbooks in the school
12. preparing the master schedule of classes (including
determining the periods courses will be taught,'
assigning courses to teachers, and assigning teachers to
classrooms)
13. reviewing and acting upon student, parent, and teacher
requests for changes in student schedules
14. coordinating the standardized testing programs
including the scheduling of tests; administration of
tests; dissemination of test results to teachers,
students, and parents; and interpreting test results for
teachers and parents)
15. monitoring teachers' lesson plans




17. evaluating the overall curriculum for instructional
improvement
18. setting instructional goals for the school
19. preparing documentation for the state Standards inspect
ion
20. coordinating preparation efforts for the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools five- and ten-year
evaluations
21. coordinating the distribution of lesson plans for the
in-house suspension program
22. planning orientation programs for students and parents
from feeder schools
23. interviewing and evaluating applicants for instructional
pos iti ons
Please list any other tasks for which the assistant
principal for instruction has any responsibi1ity--tasks

















I am beginning research for the thesis required for my
Ed.S. degree at Atlanta University, and I am seeking your
assistance. As an instructional assistant principal, I am
interested in determining what teachers, principals, and
instructional assistant principals perceive the role of the
instructional assistant principal (IAP) to be and what they
think it should be. I am attempting first to identify those
tasks which are assigned to IAP's; from here
determine which tasks should be a part of the IAP
which should be assigned to other
ultimate goal is to create a job
position of instructional assistant
the expectations of all school-based personnel
I want to
s job and







a few minutes to fill out the attached
return it to me? I have included an
envelope for you to return your
at my home.
If you have any questions, please
call me. My number at Towers High School
number at home is 298-7802.





you in advance for your assistance. If I can






DUTIES AND TASKS QUESTIONNAIRE
Part I
The following are often regarded as tasks of the instructional
assistant principal in a school. Please read each of the tasks
below; think about the tasks which the instructional assistant
principal in your school performs; then, rank each statement as
follows and circle your response:
1 - IAP has no responsibility for this task.
2 - IAP has minimal responsibility for this task.
3 - IAP has moderate responsibility for this task.
4 - IAP has major responsibility for this task.
5 - IAP has sole responsibility for this task.
If you identify a task as one for which your assistant principal
for instruction has no or minimal responsibility, please identify
the person in your school who has chief responsibility for the
t 3 S K .
1. prepare per pupil budget
2. observe teacher performance in
classroom, providing feedback
and instructional support as
needed
3. evaluate veteran teachers
4. evaluate new teachers
5. identify teachers in need of
staff development
6. coordinate staff development
needs within school, arranging
for needs to be met
7. orient new teachers to school
and school system
8. orient new paraprofessionals to
school and school system
9. monitor and evaluate paraprofes-
si onal s
10. produce local school handbooks
(student and faculty handbooks)
11. coordinate distribution of text
books
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
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12. prepare master schedule of 12 3 4
classes, including determining
the periods courses will be taught,
assigning courses to teachers, and
assigning teachers to classrooms
13. review and act upon student, 12 3 4
parent, and teacher requests for
schedule changes
14. coordinate standardized testing 12 3 4
program, including scheduling and
administration of tests
15. disseminate and interpret stan- 12 3 4
dardized test results to
teachers, students, and
parents
16. monitor teachers' lesson plans
17. plan PTSA Open House meeting and
parent visitation night
18. set instructional goals for school
19. evaluate overall curriculum for
instructional improvement
20. prepare documentation for State
Standards inspections
21. prepare documentation for Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
five- and ten-year studies
22. oversee preparation of and delivery 12 3 4 5
of lesson plans to alternative
instruction supervisor
23. work with feeder school admin- 12 3 4 5
istrators to plan for incoming
7th or 8th graders
24. interview and evaluate applicants 12 3 4 5
for instructional positions
25. supervise extra- and co-curricular 12 3 4 5
acti vi ti es
26. disseminate information about 12 3 4 5


































The following are often regarded as tasks of the instructional
assistant principal in a school. Please read eac o
be ow; think about the tasks which the Instructi a
1 - AP should have no responsibility for this task.
3 " ap llntM J3Ve mi"irnal responsibility for this task.
4 " IS 5dVe moderate responsibility for this task.
I ' tad S£ou]2 uave major responsibility for this task.
5 - IAP should have sole responsibility for this task.
for insUtruc??nnfL,a USk " one/°r "h1ch your assistant principal
the h3S n° orumini™l responsibility, please identify
task. y°Ur S Wh° haS CMef responsibility for the
1. prepare per pupil budget 12 3 4 5
I. observe teacher performance in 12 3 4 5
classroom, providing feedback
and instructional support as
needed
3. evaluate veteran teachers 12 3 4 5
4. evaluate new teachers 12 3 4 5
5. identify teachers in need of i ? -j & c
staff development
6. coordinate staff development
needs within school, arranging 12 3 4 5
for needs to be met
7. orient new teachers to school i ? 3 4 c
and school system "
8. orient new paraprofessionals to 12 3 4 5
school and school system
9. monitor and evaluate paraprofes- 1 ? 7 a r
sionals °
10. produce local school handbooks 12 3 4 5
(student and faculty handbooks)
11. coordinate distribution of text- 12 3 4 5
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12. prepare master schedule of 12 3 4 5
classes, including determining
the periods courses will be taught,
assigning courses to teachers, and
assigning teachers to classrooms
13. review and act upon student, 12 3 4 5
parent, and teacher requests for
schedule changes
14. coordinate standardized testing 12 3 4 5
program, including scheduling and
administration of tests
15. disseminate and interpret stan- 12 3 4 5
dardized test results to
teachers, students, and
parents
16. monitor teachers' lesson plans 12 3 4 5
17. plan PTSA Open House meeting and 12 3 4 5
parent visitation night
18. set instructional goals for school 12 3 4 5
19. evaluate overall curriculum for 12 3 4 5
instructional improvement
20. prepare documentation for State 12 3 4 5
Standards inspections
21. prepare documentation for Southern 12 3 4 5
Association of Colleges and Schools
five- and ten-year studies
22. oversee preparation of and delivery 12 3 4 5
of lesson plans to alternative
instruction supervisor
23. work with feeder school admin- 12 3 4 5
istrators to plan for incoming
7th or 8th graders
24. interview and evaluate applicants 12 3 4 5
for instructional positions
25. supervise extra- and co-curricular 1 2 3 4 5
activi ties
26. disseminate information about 12 3 4 5
current trends in education to
faculty
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